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Opening Statement by 

Mr. Conor O’Kelly, Chief Executive of NTMA, to the 

Public Accounts Committee 

Thursday, 4th July 2019 

 

Chairman and Deputies, 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss the NTMA’s 2018 Financial Statements and to 

provide you with an update for 2019. 

 

I am joined today by Ian Black, the NTMA’s Chief Financial and Operating Officer, Sinead 

Brennan, Director of Human Resources, Organisational Development and Learning, 

Ciarán Breen, Director, State Claims Agency (SCA), and Catherine Tarrant, SCA Executive 

Head of Claims, Clinical Indemnity Scheme.    

 

My intention is to look at each of the NTMA’s constituent business units in turn and 

conclude by outlining some of the recent positives from our funding activities while 

acknowledging some of the risks and challenges ahead.  

 

Whilst I include a brief general overview of the work of the SCA, I am conscious that you 

will be engaging specifically and in more detail on a number of SCA-related topics 

directly with Ciarán and Catherine later this morning.   

 

Ireland Strategic Investment Fund (ISIF) 

 

Turning first to ISIF, the Fund recorded an overall investment return of -1.0% in 2018, 

with a positive return on its Irish portfolio partially offsetting a decline in its Global 

Portfolio.     

 

To put that performance in context, 2018 was an historic year for markets for all the 

wrong reasons.  Every major global index recorded negative returns in 2018, which was 

exactly the opposite of 2017. The S&P was down 6%, having been up 10% on the year in 
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September. The Irish index was down 22%. It was a year where investors ended up 

being more concerned with return of capital rather than return on capital. 

 

Interestingly, diversification didn’t really help.  As Deutsche Bank has pointed out in a 

recent report, 2018 was the worst year for broad asset returns since 1901 - 90% of all 

asset classes finished in negative territory.   

 

ISIF’s 2018 result was, in the midst of that historic market volatility, down to the Fund’s 

conservative strategy for protecting capital whilst investing in global assets.  And, the 

Fund has had a strong start to 2019, recouping in full the investment losses from global 

markets recorded last year.   Based on market valuations late last week, the Fund has 

now generated investment gains of €850 million since inception in late 2014. 

 

ISIF had another year of significant investment in 2018 aimed at supporting economic 

activity in Ireland, whilst generating those investment returns. And, as in previous 

years, the co-investment multiple was a very significant feature of that investment. 

 

During 2018, the Fund committed a further €773 million to Irish projects and 

businesses, which in turn helped to attract additional private sector co-investment of 

€1.8 billion. 

  

Cumulatively since inception, ISIF has committed a total of €4.4 billion to Irish 

investments, with these investments acting as a catalyst for private sector co-

investment in ISIF-backed investments in Ireland of €8.1 billion (a total investment in 

Ireland from ISIF’s activities of €12.5 billion). 

 

That’s a multiple of €1.8 million in private sector investment for every €1 million 

committed by ISIF and remains well ahead of ISIF’s target at inception of achieving €1 

million private sector co-investment for every €1 million invested by ISIF.  

 

That capital has been invested across all regions and sectors in the country, from farms 

to pharma, from fintech to clean tech, and from cyber to solar. 
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Examples include €70 million in MilkFlex supporting Ireland’s dairy farmers, €14 

million enhancing Shannon Airport’s connectivity infrastructure, €18 million boosting 

container and passenger capacity at Port of Cork, €7 million supporting food export jobs 

in Sligo and Kildare through Green Isle Foods and Donegal Catch, and €14 million 

supporting the establishment of an AI-powered cyber-security software development 

and sales centre in Dublin. 

 

Following completion of a strategy review by the Minister for Finance and Public 

Expenditure and Reform, the Fund earlier this year refocused its investment strategy to 

concentrate future investments in five Priority Themes for the Irish economy: Regional 

Development, Housing, Indigenous Businesses, Climate Change and sectors adversely 

affected by Brexit. 

 

In 2018, the Fund made 21 investments, which is almost one every two weeks.  We 

expect this pace of deployment to reduce in 2019 for two reasons: the focus on the five 

Priority Themes and, reflecting the greater availability of capital from private sector 

sources in the Irish market right now, the increasingly complex and longer-term nature 

of opportunities where ISIF can be additional. ISIF’s strategy is to continuously adapt its 

investments to economic conditions to ensure its capital is applied where it can be most 

additional. 

 

The improved availability of capital from other sources in the Irish market has, in turn, 

freed up significant resources within ISIF to help meet specific public policy objectives 

set by Government.  This includes up to €2 billion in funding for Home Building Finance 

Ireland and the Land Development Agency, and a further €1.5 billion for the 

Government’s proposed “Rainy Day Fund” to enhance the State’s contingency planning. 

 

 

Fossil Fuel Divestment Act 

 

I’d like to touch briefly on the Fossil Fuel Divestment Act, which I know this Committee 

has taken particular interest in.   The Act was signed into law by the President last 

December and ISIF, which had been planning for the enactment of the legislation since it 
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was first mooted, moved immediately to divest from all fossil fuel investments that fall 

within the meaning of the Act – that’s 38 global companies involved in oil, gas and fossil 

fuels.  The ISIF has also developed an exclusion list of 148 global fossil fuel companies in 

which it will not invest. 

 

I’d like to acknowledge the role of the Oireachtas and this Committee in making ISIF one 

of the first sovereign wealth funds globally to implement a fossil fuel divestment 

strategy. 

 

More generally, in line with its strategy of supporting Ireland’s transition to a low 

carbon economy, ISIF has committed €240 million to projects in Ireland in the 

renewable energy space and these investments have attracted an additional €1.2 billion 

in co-investment.  An example of this is ISIF’s investment alongside others in a fund 

aimed at financing the development of 1,000MW of renewable energy projects in 

Ireland by 2030, which would represent an almost 25% increase in Ireland’s current 

renewable energy capacity.   

 

National Development Finance Agency (NDFA) and NewERA 

 

The main challenge that the NDFA has faced over the past 12-18 months involved the 

delivery of the PPP Schools Bundle 5 contract, while protecting the State and the 

taxpayer from financial risk arising from the liquidation of Carillion plc, one of the main 

counterparties involved in the project, and the subsequent liquidation of the main 

contractor on the project. 

While completion of the five schools and one Institute of Further Education in counties 

Carlow, Meath, Wicklow and Wexford was delayed following the Carillion liquidation, 

four of the schools have since been completed and the remaining two facilitates will be 

completed before the start of the new academic year. 

The Carillion liquidation added significant complexity to the project. But it 

demonstrated that the PPP contract, which was negotiated by the NDFA, was robust 
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enough to cope with such an eventuality and to successfully protect the State and the 

taxpayer from financial risk.  

While the liquidation did impact on the timeframe for delivery, it also highlighted one of 

the key benefits of all PPPs - the transfer of risk away from the State and the taxpayer to 

the private sector. PPP Schools Bundle 5 has proved that the risk of liquidation of a 

major counterparty is very real and that transferring this risk to the private sector was 

in the State’s and the taxpayer’s interest. 

 

Turning then to our NewERA unit, it continued the valuable specialist work it does for 

the State, mostly out of the public eye, by providing financial and commercial advice to 

Government Ministers and Departments in relation to a number of commercial State 

bodies and other arms of the State.     

 

That role continues to grow.  The number of assignments on which NewERA provided 

financial advice was 132 in 2018, up from 81 assignments in the previous year – 

assignments that included, for instance, financial advice to relevant Ministers on the 

Oweninny Windfarm Project, a joint venture project between ESB and Bord na Móna to 

develop an 89MW wind farm in north Mayo which represents a potential overall 

investment of €160 million and, when completed, will supply clean energy to over 

50,000 households. 

 

State Claims Agency (SCA) 

 

The SCA continued to expand its remit and now covers 146 State bodies or authorities, 

over 200,000 State employees and all public healthcare service users and patients. 

 

This is a complex remit that covers both clinical claims and general claims such as 

property damage or personal injuries; it is also a remit of very significant scale as the 

estimated liability of cases under management by the SCA is in the region of €3.15 

billion.   
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All told the SCA is managing in the region of 10,500 active claims at any one time, each 

with their own individual characteristics and complexities and ranging from relatively 

low-value claims in the case of property damage to, sadly, tragic cases of catastrophic 

injury suffered in hospitals within the SCA remit.  

 

Although clinical claims comprise less than 30% of the overall number of active claims, 

they comprise 74% of the overall estimated liability.     

 

Often the most catastrophic cases relate to maternity services and injuries suffered by 

babies and mothers but we have all seen over the past year or so other high-profile 

cases relating to the national cancer screening services.  

 

All of these cases are very difficult for the people involved and their families and they 

need to be handled with great sensitivity and compassion. The SCA is the body 

nominated by the Oireachtas to manage these cases in accordance with the legislation 

underpinning it, and it does what is a very difficult job in a way that requires great 

judgement, understanding and empathy.  

 

Apple 

 

The NTMA’s role in managing the Apple State Aid recovery process is a complex, high-

value project that carries significant financial and operational risks.  

 

It is critical work on behalf of the State and I’m pleased that the Agency has been in a 

position to perform this role using its existing skill base and infrastructure, avoiding the 

substantial costs that would have arisen for the State if alternative avenues involving 

the private sector had been used. 

 

We have worked for some time, in conjunction with the Department of Finance, to put in 

place the necessary arrangements to establish and manage the escrow fund that is being 

used in the recovery process and it is another important example of the role the Agency 

plays on behalf of the State.  
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Funding and Debt Management – “Refinancing Chimneys”/Profile Smoothening 

 

Turing to Funding and Debt Management, one of the less obvious signs of the financial 

distress that Ireland faced a decade ago is what we term the refinancing “chimneys” in 

our debt maturity profile – by which we mean years in which we have to redeem 

significantly more maturing debt than usual. 

 

In a debt manager’s ideal world, the maturity profile would be smooth, with little 

change year-to-year on the amount that is falling due for redemption. 

 

That trend typically demonstrates stability – it shows investors a country that is 

borrowing roughly similar amounts every year, redeeming similar amounts every year 

and generally matching new issues of debt with the amount that is being redeemed, or 

even paying down debt.  

 

Unfortunately, in the midst of the crisis, Ireland had little choice but to borrow for 

whatever durations it could get. 

 

This ultimately resulted in a requirement to refinance five major bonds in addition to 

IMF/Bilateral loans totalling almost €60 billion over a two year period between October 

2018 and October 2020, giving us significant “chimneys” in each of 2018, 2019 and 

2020.    

 

Through the earlier repayment of IMF loans commencing in late 2014 and the early 

buyback and switching of near term bonds for longer maturity bonds, we reduced those 

refinancing chimneys from €60 billion to €40 billion. 

 

Of the €40 billion, two of the five bonds have already been repaid successfully - €8.8 

billion last October and €7 billion only last month. The remaining three will fall due for 

redemption this coming October (€6 billion), April 2020 (€10.6 billion) and October 

2020 (€6.5 billion).  
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Our strategy of pre-funding to meet future redemptions has served us very well. We 

currently have over €20 billion in cash, which more than covers the €6 billion bond 

maturity in October, and will use our issuance in the second half of 2018 to pre-fund the 

balance of 2020 maturities.    

  

This leaves us in a strong position, having already put in most of the heavy lifting to 

eliminate the last of our refinancing “chimneys”. This in itself is a significant milestone 

in the normalisation of Ireland’s borrowing activity and in addressing the legacy left to 

us by the financial crisis.  

 

To give you a sense of our approach, in 2015 and 2016 we were thinking about the 

refinancing chimneys in 2018, 2019 and 2020.  You don’t refinance on a hand-to-mouth 

or day-to-day basis anyway, but you certainty don’t refinance chimneys of this scale on 

that basis because that’s far too risky.  So we’ve been planning for these chimneys and 

these refinancings since 2015 and we are generally looking three to five years ahead in 

terms of the cycle and the profile of our debt. 

 

A key challenge that we’ve been thinking about from next year onwards is to keep these 

“chimneys” out of our maturity profile and to avoid a situation where we find ourselves 

building up “chimneys” like these again. Taking a medium term view, once we eliminate 

the last of our “chimneys” in 2020, the annual redemption profile is as smooth as any 

time in our history. 

 

Funding and Debt Management – Debt locked in at low rates for long terms, falling 

debt servicing costs, diversified issuance 

 

Aside from our focus on the refinancing chimneys, we have been: 

 

 Taking advantage of low yields to lock in the benefits of low-cost borrowing for 

the long-term – creating multi-billion annual cash savings for the State by 

replacing more expensive debt with cheaper debt;   

 Extending our average debt maturity to the highest in the Eurozone, which gives 

us greater certainty for a longer period; 
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 Diversifying our issuance with new instruments (such as our Green and 

inflation-linked bonds) to increase our investor base; 

 And carefully managing a regular, stable supply of new issuance, enhancing 

liquidity and providing greater certainty for investors. 

 

Since 2015, we’ve issued €67 billion of long-term debt, with an average maturity of over 

14 years.  This means that over 50% of Ireland’s total outstanding marketable debt has 

been refinanced in the past four years. 

 

2018, which is the focus of our discussion today, represented the largest volume of new 

issuance since 2010, as we issued €17.6 billion of long-term debt at an average yield of 

just under 1.1% and an average maturity of close to 12 years.  We said at the end of last 

year that we are targeting €14 billion to €18 billion of long-term bond issuance in 2019. 

As of today we have issued €10.4 billion of benchmark bonds at an average yield of just 

under 1.2% and an average maturity of 18.5 years.  We have already concluded two 

major syndications successfully in 2019 – a 10-year benchmark maturing in 2029 and a 

30-year maturing in 2050.  

 

Taking together, these steps have pushed up our average maturity across our portfolio, 

which has been steadily increasing in recent years and now stands at over 10 years, and 

brought our average cost of debt to 2.5%, down from 3.5% at the end of 2015, and our 

projections show that it may fall further in the near-term. 

 

In essence, the QE era has left Ireland with a lot of our debt locked in at low rates for 

long terms – that is a much more appealing legacy than the “chimneys” we are closer to 

eliminating and one that will benefit the State for a long time to come.    This will stand 

us in good stead in an environment that is expected to be one of rising interest rates and 

greater volatility. 

 

It is also standing us in good stead now as our debt servicing costs fell to €5.9 billion 

last year.  This is still a very substantial number but one that is 20% below its 2014 

peak level of €7.5 billion.  We can say with some certainty that our debt servicing costs 
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are heading towards €5 billion this year and are likely to fall to €4.5 billion by 2020 – 

which would represent an annual saving of €3 billion on the 2014 peak.  

 

In 2018 we bought €4 billion of floating rate notes held by the Central Bank of Ireland, 

further reducing the State’s floating rate exposure. Having bought an additional €1.5 

billion so far in 2019, we have reduced the outstanding balance of these notes from over 

its original €25 billion to €10 billion.  

 

By refinancing this debt early, we have effectively taken out insurance against potential 

future interest rate increases.  

 

In October 2018 we issued Ireland’s first-ever Sovereign Green Bond.  In doing so, we 

became just the fourth EU sovereign issuer to use this instrument.  This was a landmark 

transaction that raised €3 billion but, just as importantly, helps diversify and broaden 

our investor base further mitigating future funding risks.  To underline this point, 50% 

of buyers of Ireland’s Green Bond had not bought Irish Government debt before and the 

green bond space offers significant opportunity for the NTMA and other issuers to tap 

into investor demand.   

 

In March of this year we issued our second-ever inflation-linked bond, two years after 

doing our first.   

 

These developments reflect our previously stated intention to diversify our issuance 

over the long-term as opportunities present themselves and we are continuously 

reviewing developments in the market to ensure that the range of instruments that we 

use optimise Ireland’s position. 

 

Funding and Debt Management – High Debt Levels 

 

You’ve heard me say in the past that Ireland is a country with elevated debt levels and 

that paying down this debt is of paramount importance in reducing the State’s financial 

risk.  Notwithstanding the positive developments that I have just spoken about, that is 

still the case.  
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Whilst the day-to-day signs of financial distress that were all too prominent a decade 

ago have, thankfully, largely disappeared, the underlying legacy of that financial distress 

remains – and it will be with us for a long time in the form of the additional debt we 

took on during the crisis years.  

 

The most obvious sign of that distress is our absolute debt level, which stands at over 

€200 billion today.  It is  worth pointing out that today’s interest bill is still three times 

what it was in the period from 2003 and 2008 despite the fact that yields were on 

average 4% then versus 1% today.  This reflects the scale of the debt. 

 

This marked increase in our debt level is essentially a permanent legacy of the crisis and 

while Irish bond yields are trading close to core Eurozone levels, our relative debt level 

is one of the highest in the Eurozone. 

 

Funding and Debt Management – Paid €60 billion in Interest Since 2009 

 

Although borrowing rates are much lower than they were pre-crisis and we have been 

taking advantage of that, the significant increase in our debt levels means the annual 

cost of servicing our debt is much higher.  In the 10 years since the onset of the crisis, 

we have paid close to €60 billion in interest on our debt; in the previous 10 years we 

paid close to €20 billion in interest costs.   That increased interest has added to the 

overall debt level because up until last year’s budget surplus, we have had to borrow to 

pay this interest.   

 

And our high debt levels leave us exposed to the risk of increased debt service costs in 

the medium term when refinancing relatively cheap debt at higher rates.    We will likely 

already face this situation by 2022, when we will be replacing two bonds, one funded at 

0.8% and one funded at 0%.  This year we are replacing two bonds with coupons of 

4.4% and 5.9%. 

 

Clearly, rising rates will bring into sharp focus Ireland’s high stock of debt.  We have 

said for some time in this context that the risks are asymmetric.  In layman’s terms, 
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when borrowing rates went down, Ireland benefitted more than other countries as we 

had higher debt than others.  If and when they go up, Ireland is likely to feel the 

downside more than lower-debt countries.   

 

Funding and Debt Management – Ireland Relies on Foreign Capital for 90% of 

Borrowings 

 

It is also important to remember that Ireland is unusual in an international context in 

that we rely on overseas investors for approximately 90% of our funding – significantly 

more than other countries.    Their appetite for Irish debt cannot be taken for granted, 

especially if we transition to a less attractive environment of higher borrowing costs.  

No overseas bond investor or fund manager is under any obligation to buy Irish 

Government debt. That means, as a borrower, we have to recognise the importance of 

our absolute debt level to overseas investors. 

 

Funding and Debt Management – External Headwinds  

 

These investors are conscious of potential risks to Ireland’s ability to borrow that 

include Brexit, international tax changes, and threats such as that posed by the current 

uncertainty in Italy, which could bring Ireland’s debt burden into focus.   As a number of 

commentators have noted, for instance, there is a significant risk that markets have not 

fully priced in Brexit-related uncertainty.   

 

So whilst interest rates remain low, as always, we have to remain alert for risks. That’s 

why we think of ourselves as being in the permanent contingency business; Ireland is a 

small open economy, it’s exposed to the global economy and ultimately we have to be 

prepared for anything that could disrupt the State’s ability to meet its funding 

requirements.   

 

Conclusion 

 

I’ll be happy to take any questions you have at this point.  

 




